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22241-22251 Mulholland Drive 

Substantial Evidence to Support Appeals to Deny Variances 

 

Dear Commissioners: 

 

Contrary to the information you have received from staff and the developer, a near-

similar 19-home project can be built on the subject property with far fewer and much 

shorter retaining walls.  The proposed development area has quite gentle topography, 

and with a single exception (Wall 5), the proposed walls are just vehicles to enlarge level 

pads rather than using stair stepped or on slope foundations in this unique oak studded 

terrain.   

 

The two attached studies commissioned by co-appellant Mountains Recreation and 

Conservation Authority (MRCA) dated August 28, 2020 and September 18, 2020 

prepared by Sukow Engineers demonstrate how a reduced-retaining-wall 19-home 

design can be achieved.  These two MRCA studies address each of the seven proposed 

retaining walls and include analysis of the September 2020 City staff report and 

Erratum.  The MRCA studies also point out where additional retaining wall segments are 

still needed but remain absent from the materials before you.  The engineering 

conclusions in this letter are based on these engineering studies. 

 

Why would hundreds of citizens and two public park agencies doggedly and vociferously 

oppose the design of this 19-home project both at hearings and in writing?  Why would 

the project avoid the meaningful input of the Muholland Design Review Board and the 

Neighborhood Council?   Why does both the number and height of retaining walls 

continue to expand?  Why did the amount of grading and dirt import (via neighborhood 

haul route) double at the last second and still conflict by a factor of 50 percent with the 

MRCA’s Gold Coast Geoservices, Inc. geotechnical study in the record?  The reason for 

the opposition is that the design is incongruent with both the land and the 

neighborhood.  Why approve a 19-home development with an abhorred design when a 

better-designed 19-home project is achievable? 
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The applicant made a clear choice to develop the site and subdivision with lots of 

retaining walls.  It is self-imposed hardship with the end goal of more profit.  The 

developer chose to ignore many key site constraints in the grading and wall plan chosen.  

The City is under no obligation to approve variances that harm the environment and 

viewshed when a near-retaining-wall-free design is possible on such gentle terrain. 

 

The staff report, Final EIR, and Erratum are in total error concluding that the proposed 

project with its seven-plus retaining walls is for all intents and purposes the only possible 

design for a 19-home project with same lot configuration and house square footage.   

The following findings to support any of the proposed retaining wall variances cannot be 

made with the one exception of the front yard wall height restriction for retaining wall 5 

that is necessary for the entrance road. 

 

Four Variance Findings Cannot be Made 

 

In order for a deviation from the zoning regulations (variances) to be granted, all of the 

legally mandated findings delineated in LAMC Section 12.28C.4 must be made in the 

affirmative which is impossible for the proposed project with the exception of wall 5. 

 

The project will not enhance the built environment in the surrounding neighborhood 

based on all the strong negative neighborhood and broader community input.   A 

better designed 19-home project can equally (and demonstrably better) perform a 

function or provide a service that is essential or beneficial to the community, city or 

region that the proposed project purports to do. 

 

The proposed project may substantially conform with the purpose, intent and 

provisions of the General Plan and the applicable community plan, but it does not 

conform with the Mulholland Scenic Parkway Specific Plan.   The project would 

hand over a retaining-wall-jacketed, pure-flat-pad project to the Mulholland Design 

Review Board (MDRB).  The coarse project design would pre-determine, with 

virtually no physical ability for the MDRB to alter, the existing tract map because it is 

entirely dependent on nearly half a mile of complex retaining walls.   Trying to hide 

33-foot-tall houses on artificially elevated pads behind a few City-owned oak trees 

and growing vines on tall retaining walls does not cure fundamental design flaws. 

 

The proposed development located in a shallow valley bottom has Mulholland Drive 

and scores of residences and Louisville High School looking slightly down into it.  
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The environmental effects and appropriateness of the design and location of the 

proposed retaining walls could not avoid having a detrimental effect on the views 

which may be enjoyed by the occupants of adjoining properties and users of 

Mulholland Drive because those walls would allow the elevation of every building 

pad on the property to be increased by at least six feet above natural grade and thus 

penetrating the viewshed higher.   Essentially every house would be built with a 

height of over 40 feet above current natural grade because the project would raise 

every lot with fill dirt.  Many portions of many retaining walls would also be visible 

from Mulholland Drive, San Feliciano Drive, and adjoining residences.  Many 

retaining walls would need fences on the tops of the walls which would further 

increase the over all visibility in contrast to fences being closer to current natural 

grade. 

 

The proposed project’s location and operations may be compatible with and will not 

adversely affect or further degrade adjacent properties, the surrounding 

neighborhood, or the public health, welfare and safety.   However, the proposed 

project’s size, height and significant features have been shown not to be compatible 

with the surrounding neighborhood because of unneeded over-height and extra-long 

retaining walls and the increased pad elevation (and thus house height) they provide 

for.  Because of the complex, lengthy retaining walls, once the pad heights are set in 

a tract map, the MDRB cannot realistically lower them and the future MDRB 

recommendation can be overturned by the Planning Director. 

 

Nowhere in the record is there any evidence that any retaining wall, other than retaining 

wall 5, is necessary to build a 19-home project.  Obviously, the walls in the proposed 

project are necessary for the specific proposed tract map because that is how it was 

chosen to be designed.  That proposed tract map is just a proposal and not an 

immutable baseline of what the City can approve on the property.      

 

Only one of the seven proposed retaining walls (wall 5) protects any oak trees on the 

project property, and at least two of the proposed retaining walls (1 and 2) specifically 

cause the deaths of oak trees between the walls and the proposed pads.   Except for wall 

5, none of the documentation in the record before you either lists or specifically depicts 

which protected trees in the project boundary are saved by a proposed retaining wall.  In 

the case of wall 5, if it must be split into two walls, its oak tree impacts would increase. 
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The staff report claims that the last-minute addition of wall 7 for lots 5 and 19 would 

save many oak trees along Mulholland Drive.   However, every one of those identified 

“saved” oak trees is on fee simple City public property, and the applicant has no right to 

damage them to begin with.  Nor is it likely that the Mulholland Design Review Board 

would approve the loss of, or encroachment into, public oak trees in the Mulholland 

Scenic Parkway Inner Corridor to facilitate fatter level pads in a 19-unit subdivision.    

 

The oak trees located just beyond or within the backfill for the proposed retaining walls 

for lots 3, 5, 6, 8 9, and 10 are shown as removed.  The opposite of the staff report 

assertion is true.  In fact, those above referenced retaining walls are the actual cause of 

the tree removals.  Houses constructed on those lots without retaining walls would not 

require the loss of a single tree exception for one tree located in the middle of the lot 6 

pad.   

 

The baseline assertion that the project design uses six of seven walls to protect oak trees 

is one hundred percent false, dishonest, and horribly misleading to your Commission.  

The walls result in the loss of trees. 

 

It is also incorrect that six of the seven proposed walls reduce the amount of grading, 

when in fact they increase the grading volume and ground disturbance.   A retaining wall 

on a cut slope means cut (grading) was involved.   A retaining wall on a fill slope means 

an area was excavated (grading) to produce fill or that fill was imported to put behind 

the wall.   In stark contrast, a home with no retaining wall--where the actual home 

foundation footprint holds the home on a slope--provides the least amount of grading 

possible and creates a natural sloping back yard.  Does the building code guarantee level 

backyards in hillside areas?  The answer is no.   Thousands of hillside homes worth well 

over a million dollars have gently sloping backyards. 

 

Level building pads in hillside areas are not a right.  The following four statements from 

the staff report are both false and misleading to the Commission: 

 

“Therefore, while the unique size of the project site, topography, and site 

characteristics necessitating level areas for building pads and a private 

street, make strict adherence to the zoning regulations impractical or 

infeasible, the project nonetheless conforms with the intent of those 

regulations, and the retaining walls will serve to minimize grading on the 

site and protect biological resources.”    
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“The property’s large, irregular shape, steep slopes along Mulholland 

Drive and portions of San Feliciano, and locations of protected tree 

groupings, makes strict adherence to the retaining wall regulations 

impractical and infeasible.” 

“The strict application of the retaining wall height regulations would 

directly impact the quality of the proposed project because it would 

require the removal of additional protected trees on the site. One general 

purpose of the zoning regulations is to protect the public health, welfare 

safety, and the proposed retaining wall height adjustment does not impair 

this guideline.” 

“The retaining walls proposed are necessary to create a building pads, 

minimize grading, protect existing trees, and to preserve undisturbed 

natural areas.”   

The opposite of the above statements is what is factual. 

Adherence to retaining wall regulations may be difficult if a project attempts to 

force level pads in hillside terrain but not difficult if a project uses a combination 

of level pads, stepped pads, and foundations built into slopes as is commonly 

done on hillside terrain throughout the City.   There is zero substantial evidence 

before you that demonstrates that a project design with less retain walls and 

lower retaining walls is impractical and infeasible. 

The attached reports from Sukow Engineering show both how a project can be 

built with less and shorter retaining walls.  The reports also show multiple flaws 

in the existing September 2020 wall designs. 

The Sukow Engineering report dated August 28, 2020 provides a contrast 

between the proposed grading for lots 9 and 10 with retaining wall 3 and a way to 

construct equivalent homes on said lots wholly without retaining wall 3.   The 

hillside retaining is integrated into the foundation of the house.  The above 

methodology can be integrated into any sloped lot to reduce retaining wall height 

or eliminate retaining walls.   The result is less ground surface impact and less 

impact to root zones and subsurface water flow.   Ground water infiltration and 

flow to benefit oak trees is also maximized closer to the current natural 

condition.   Lots 1-4 right on Mulholland Drive are a classic case where this type 

of construction should be required to allow the homes to have less height, light, 
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and mass visible from the Scenic Corridor.  The proposed continuous 200-foot-

long monolithic wall (RW 1) behind lots 1-4 is totally antithetical to the guidelines 

of the Mulholland Specific Plan.  This wall number 1 would raise the pads on lots 

2 and 3 over ten feet above the natural grade.  That translates into homes 43 feet 

above natural grade in the Inner Corridor by right.  Is that really what the 

Commission wants to hand over to the MDRB to work with and for the public to 

live with forever? 

The Sukow Engineering reports identify numerous major flaws in the tract map 

wall designs.  Lots 9 and 10 cannot drain to the street as required by code unless 

retaining wall 3 far exceeds the maximum allowed height of 12 feet.  The 

proposed variances do not include allowance for a wall with a height in excess of 

12 feet.   The purported maximum 11.5-foot-height retaining wall is not possible 

unless the street elevation is dropped over a foot which in turn affects other parts 

of the tract map.  Wall 3 would exceed the 12-foot height limit and thus is illegal 

unless separated into two walls with a horizontal offset. 

A 19-home project, including only the variance for retaining wall 5, would meet 

all the Project Objectives.  In some cases, it would better meet those objectives 

than the proposed project because it is more compatible with the site constraints. 

The project must be redesigned because the findings to support the variances 

(other than for wall 5) simply cannot be made.   The justification for those other 

variances in the staff report has been dismembered by the contents of this letter.  

The Conservancy urges the Commission to approve its appeal in part (wall 5 is 

necessary) and deny the other variances to force a project retaining wall redesign.  

If we are correct that wall 5 must be over 12 feet in height, we urge your 

Commission to also deny that variance. 

Sincerely, 

             
PAUL EDELMAN 

Deputy Director 

Natural Resources and Planning 
















